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S UMMARY
A mathematical model of the Sikorsky SH-3G helicopter based on classical non-
]inear, "quasi-steady" rotor theory has been developed ,t NASA Ames Research Center.
The model has been validated statically and dynamically by comparison with Navy
flight-test data. The model incorporates ad hoc revisions which address the ideal
assumptions of classical rotor theory and improve the static trim characteristics to
provide a more realistic simulation, while retaining the simplicity of the classical
model.
INTRODUCTION
The Guidance and Navigation Branch at Ames Research Center is conducting research
to improve helicopter IFR operations at remote sites and at high-density traffic
areas. Much of the research is accomplished using a Sikorsky SH-3G helicopter (see
fig. i) to evaluate advanced guidance_and navigation concepts. Prior to flight test,
new concepts are developed on an off-line _imulation or using a real-time piloted
simulation. A requirement, then, exists to develop and validate an off-line math
model of the SH-3G which can be adapted for real-time simulation.
In recent years, NASA has developed several simulations of Sikorsky aircraft.
In 1979, J. D. Shaughnessy of Langley Research Center developed a math model of the
Sikorsky CH-54 helicopter for sling-load research (ref. I). The rotor models used
were based largely on an NACA report by F. J. Bailey (ref. 2), who related rotor per-
formance to only three varying parameters: the inflow ratio, the tip-speed ratio, and
the rotor pitch. However, Bailey assumed uniform downwash which leads to underesti-
mating the induced power by approximately 11% in hover, and 17% in high forward flight
(ref. 3, p. 140). In 1980, Sturgeon and Phillips (NASA Ames) modified Shaughnessy's
model to simulate the Sikorsky CH-53 (ref. 4).
This paper documents a mathematical model of the SH-3G helicopter wh£ch was
developed by modifying and adding to the existing CH-53 helicopter math model at
Ames, and validated by matching flight data. The present model differs from the
CH-54 and CH-53 models in that actual static performance as measured in flight test
(ref. 5) is more closely matched by addressing the assumptions of uniform downwash,
two-dimensional, blade lift curve slope, and fuselage flat-plate area as measured in
the wind tunnel. In addition, the fuselage aerodynamics, equations of motion, and
engine model are simplified. An improved trimming algorithm has also been implemented.
Like the CH-53 math model, the SH-3G math model calculates nonlinear rotor aero-
dynamics based on the "quasi-steady" assumption, i.e., there are no unsteady aerody-
namic effects between time steps. The fuselage aerodynamics have been lin_arized as
much as possible and the engine and associated governor are modeled by a simple trans-
fer function between the main-rotor rpm deviation from nominal and the engine torque.
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Figure i.- NASA SH-3G research helicopter.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The SH-3G math model consists of eight submodels: the equations of motion, the
atmospheric model, the wind, the fuselage aerodynamics, the main rotor, the tail
rotor, the engine, and the control system and rigging. A description of the
coordinate systems used throughout, a general description of all the submodels, and
a detailed description of each submodel follow.
Coordinate Systems
i. Earth axes, subscript e: Origin fixed on the earth's surface, x axis
pointing north, y axis pointing east, and z axis pointing down into the earth.
This coordinate system rotates with the earth with the z axis always pointing
toward the earth's center.
2. Path axes, subscript p: Origin at the center of gravity of the helicopter,
x axis pointing along the earth relative velocfty vector, y axis pointing perpen-
dicular to the right of the earth relative velocity vector and para].lel co th_ ground,
z axis pointing down and perpendicular to the earth relative velocity vector (see
fig. 2).
3. Body axes, subscript b: Origin at the center of gravity of the helicopter,
x axis pointing out the nose of the helicopter, y axis pointing to the right perpen-
dicular to the plane of symmetry, and z axis down in the plane of symmetry (see
fig. 3).
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4. Shaft axes, subscript s:
Origin at the rotor hub, x axis
rotated about the y body axis through
the longitudinal shaft tilt angle, Os,
y axis rotated about the new shaft x
axis through the lateral shaft tilt
angle, _s, and z axis down and paral-
lel to the shaft (see fig. 4).
5. Control axes, subscript c:
Origin at the rotor hub, x axis point-
ing toward the relative wind parallel
to the swashplate, y axis pointing to
the right parallel to the swashplate
(perpendicular to the relative wind),
and z axis down and perpendicular to
the swashplate (see fig. 5).
6. Wind axes, subscript w:
Origin at the center of gravity of the
helicopter, x axis pointing into the
relative wind, y axis rotated about
the z axis by the sideslip angle, B,
and z axis rotated about the y
wind axis by the angle of attack,
(see fig. 6).
General Model Description
The SH-3G helicopter simulation
contains the following submodels:
I. Equations of motion: This
submodel calculates the position,
velocity, acceleration, attitude,
angular velocity, and angular accelera-
tion from the forces and moments pro-
vided from other submodels.
2. Atmospheric model: Atmosphere
pressure, temperature, density, and
dynamic pressure are calculated from
the 1962 standard atmosphere.
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Figure 2.-- Path axes.
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3. Wind model: Turbulence and Figure 3.- Body axes.
steady-wind components are generated
in this submodel. The random turbulence conforms to the Dryden spectral model.
4. Fuselage aerodynamics model: The fuselage aerodynamics model determines the
lift, drag, and side forces, as well as the pitching, ro]ling, and yawing moments as
functions of tile fuselage angle of attack, the fuselage sideslip angle, and the
dynamic pressure. In the interest of simplicity, the functions are all linear or
polynomial functions of sinusoids.
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Figure 5.- Control axes.
5. Main-rotor model: This submodel
determines the nonlinear thrust, drag,
side forces, and hub moments assuming
quasi-steady dynamics. The model accounts
for variable inflow ratio, variable rotor
speed, blade twist, tip loss, blade
coning, blade flapping, flapping-hinge
offset, nonuniform blade loading, and
profile drag due to spanwise flow.
6. Tail rotor model: This submodel
is the same as the main-rotor model except
that a _3 hinge (detailed description
in a later section) is accounted for,
there are no commanded cyclic-flapping
angles, and initialization of the inflow
ratio requires a more complicated itera-
tive p_ocess.
7. Engine model: The engine is
modeled as a torque-producing device act-
ing on a pure inertia. The engine
governor is a proportional plus integral
controller.
8. Control system and rigging model: Transfer functions between the pilot's
cyclic stick, collective stick, and rudder pedals to the main-rotor collective pitch,
cyclic swashplate angles, and tail rotor collective pitch are modeled. The SII-3G ASE
(automatic stabilization equipment) and barometric altitude hold are modeled.
The relationships between the various submode2s are illustrated in figure 7.
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Figure 7.- SH-3G math model block diagram.
Equations of Motion
The SH-3G equations of motion are a simplified version of SMART, a standard sub-
routine for simulation at Ames and documented i, reference 6. SMART converts forces
and moments from body axes to earth axes, integrates in earth coordinates to deter-
mine the earth relative velocity and position and converts the velocities back to body
axes.
'I'l_e S1t-3(; version of Sbb\RT deletes the small earth Coriolis effects and uses
equations for the standard atmosphere instead of a table. A more convenient initial-
ization has also been implemented (see appendix A).
The body-axi,_ forces generated in the fuselage aerodynamics model, the main-rotor
model, and the tai'l-rotor model are summed to produce the total body-axis forces
acting on the hvlicopter.
The total bodv-axf:_ forces are related to the earth-axis forces by the familiar
F,uler an_.le r,_tat:ions:
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The trigonometric functions "sine" and " " "cosz_e will be abbreviated "S" and "C"
throughout this paper.
,+!+p..+
Solving for the earth relative forces:
F E
F I
COC¢
= COStp
-SO
SOSOC,_ - COS_
S¢SOS¢ + C¢C_
SOCO
C¢SOC_ + S_S,#
CCSOS,# - S_C_
C_CO
× Fy
F
_f we neglect the earth Coriolis accelerations, but keep the earth centripetal
accelerations, we find the earth's relative accelerations to be:
0E = _-
D
(2)
(3)
where FG is the gravitational force equal to the weight of the aircraft, m is the
mass of the aircraft, R e is the radius of the earth, and "'e is the rate of angular
rotation of the earth. The aircraft velocity magnitude relative to the earth has
been neglected compared to the inertial velocity due to the earth's rotation.
The earth relative velocities are found by integrating the earth relative accel-
erations. A second-order Adams-Bashford predictor algorithm for integrating is used
(as in ref. 6) yielding:
I'N)V E =
DV
+I
/VN_
VE
\vv
+
m
3x__ E
D _
DT
× -- (4)
2
where b1' is the integration time step, n is the present value, (n-l) is the pre-
vious value, and (n+l) is the next value.
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The f]ight:pnl:h ;mg]u'_ cnn now be found from l:he_r d.f:l.n:lt:lon_:
(i)YV arcsin D
(V]j_ _, < <'n
Yh _" arctan _VN] ; - -2- Yh - 2 ;
V 0
(_)
where V is the magnitude of the earth relative velocity vector. By transforming
the earth relative velocity vector to spherical coordinates, the latitude and longi-
tude rates become:
I,ON = V N/R e
LAT = VF/[R e x C(LAT)]
(6)
Earth location is now found by numerical integration using a modified Euler
method :
P1
+
%1. \%/._,
DT
>:-_- (7)
where AI,T is the altitude above sea level.
The velocity with respect to the air in earth coordinates can be calculated from
the vector equation:
(vN)(vN)i ,v< t,j
Va D Vl) kWi)/
(8)
'['t) transform to body coordinates, use the same Eu]er transformation as in
equation (1):
% I \v,,l; t
(9)
The ;lnple of attack, ,, and sideslip angle, it, (-;in now be found from their
tit, fill [[ [tillS"
pAG |S
omGl  t" Qu t.rW
or: poor
___3 : ¸
r
0
a _ arctan ..... ; -2--< _i._ -_\ 'b/
'V Vb ]= arcsin a sign(Ub) ;
(]0)
-->_ ...... v- ...... ,v-
where Va = /0i_ + Vi_ + W_, the magnitude of the air velocity and IUb .. O.
T f the
(from ref. 6) are:
= C5RP + C6(R 2 - P= + C 7 0
(CaP + C_R)Q LC_._ 0 C I N
x-z plane is a plane of symmetry, the body-axis, angular accelerations
(11)
where
the fuselage aerodynamics and C I . . Ci0 are inertial coefficients as follows:
L, M, and N are the total body axis moments generated by the rotor models and
2 -I
C o = (Ixxlzz - Ixz)
_ • _ 12 ]
CI = C°[(lyy Izz)Izz xz
- + Izz)c a = C01xz(lxx Iyy
c 3 = C01zz
C_ = C01xz
C s = CT(Izz - Ixx)
C G = CTlxz
C = I-I
yy
C_ = Co[(Ixx - I )I + 12 ]yy xx xz
C_ = CoI xz(Iyy - Izz - Ixx )
CI _ = C01xx
(12)
where [xx, [yy, lzz, and Ixz are body axis moments of inertia.
Integrating _he body angular accelerations using the second-order Adams-Bashford
predictor algorlthm yields the body-axis angu]ar veloclties:
u }j
LJ L
L) " '_
+ (1.:3)
The body axis acceleration vector is (see ref. 6):
Vb) = 0W P
- vb +roT,
W b kVD/
(14)
Neglecting the earth's angular velocity (7.2722"E-5 rad/sec), the Euler angular
accelerations are:
\ P+_S0 /
(].5)
Integrating the Euler angular accelerations using tka modified Euler _Jgorithm:
DT
x T (16)
Atmospheric Model
The pressure, temperature, and density of the atmosph_ e have important effects
on the aerodynamics of any aircraft.
Since helicopters operate well below the speed of sound, conditions can be
assumed subsonic. Most helicopters also operate in the troposphere (below 36,089 ft
in the 1962 standard atmosphere) so for this case the atmosphere can be modeled by
just two equations:
Tar = I - 6.875 E-6 x ALT 1
5. ,256
Par = Tar
(17)
where Tar and Par are the temperature and pressure ratios relative to standard
sea-level values and AI,T is the altitude above see level in feet.
For a diatomic gas such as alr, the total temperature and pressure ratios are
gJ_ven by:
;o
j,,,
v
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where M is tim Mac.h number.
Ttm amb:i.ent cond:l.tions ,'-,'re now found as:
T = AT + T
.ar * Tst d
P = Par * Pstd
p = P/(T , 3088.8)
V --65.76 v_
sound
(P in psf, T
(T in Kelvin)
in Kelvin)
(19)
where Tst d and Pstd are the standard sea-level values of pressure (2116.2 psf) and
temperature (288.16 K),
The total pressure and temperature can now be found from equation (!8):
Ttot = Tr , T /
!Ptot = Pr * P (20)
The compressible and incompressible dynamic pressures are:
q--0.5
Iq¢ = Ptot - P (21)
Finally, the equivalent and calibrated airspeeds:
= P' * Va /Veq /Ps td
I/Vca I = V oun d 5{[i + (qc/Pstd)] 0"28S7 - 1} (22)
Wind Model
The wind model inclt.des steady winds and turbulence conforming to the Dryden
spectral mode]. The wind is assumed to be a frozen field of turbulence drifting at a
mean wind speed relative to the earth. The turbulence is defined by a characteristic
high-frequency cutoff wavelength and a standard devia-tion ,hich is a function of
a]titude and intensity category, i.e., light, moderate. The cutoff wavelength is
determined by the rotor diameter, as the rotor is assumed to be completely engu]fed
by each change in the wind from time step to time step. With this assumption the
turbulence is genc[ated by simp]y addlng a random component to the velocity vector in
body axes, rather than an elaborate integration across the rotor disc.
J
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The changes in the velocity vector enter the force- and moment-generation sub-
routines and affect the accelerations of the helicopter model. Angular accelerations
are simulated by simply adding random increments (conforming to the Dryden model) to
the angular velocity components.
All random turbulence effects are removed during trim; however, the mean wind is
included. The random velocity changes as a result of turbulence would make it
impossible to trim.
The wind-model used in the SH-3G simulation is identical to that of SMART (see
ref. 6). A background description can also be found in reference 7.
Fuselage Aerodynamics
The fuselage aeroaynamic forces and moments are presented as functions of the
angle of attack, sideslip angle, and dynamic pressure. The forces and moments are
first presented in coefficient form as functions of the two aerodynamic angles. The
coefficients are then multiplied by the dynamic pressure and transformed to body axes.
Data for the fuselage aerodynamics model are taken from two sources: a trainer
math model of the SH-3H (ref. 8) and a Sikorsky Engineering Report (ref. 9), both
prepared under Navy contract. Reference 8 contains equations for the various forces
and moments and reference 9 contains actual wind-tunnel test data.
The fuselage aerodynamics submodel has been greatly simplified from the CH-53
subroutine on which it is based. The philosophy has been to use linear or trigonomet-
ric functions to approximate the wind-tunnel data when simple equations are not
already available. Model accuracy is maintained for small values of the angle of
attack and sideslip angle, but no attempt is made to fit the data exactly for large
angles. The large angles are, generally, only possible at low airspeeds which means
small fuselage forces and moments compared to the rotor aerodynamics. Further
sophistication of the model for large aerelynamic angles is therefore not justified.
Fuselage damping moments have also been neglected. This does not substantially
harm the fidelity of the simulation because the simulation will almost always be used
with the automatic control system on to compensate for the lack of natural damping.
The first parameter to calculate is the effective angle of attack of the fuselage
accounting for the main rotor downwash. This local angle of attack is only used in
finding the fuselage aerodynamics. The rotor downw_sh factor (from the CH-53 model)
is:
em : CTm/2_'/_!m + _m (23)
where CTm is the main-rotor thrust coefficient, \m is the main rotor inflow ratio,
and _lm is the main rotor tip-speed ratio.
The fuselage local angle of attack is:
_ = ¢_ - emekf (24)
where ekf i.s taken as 0.5 from reference 9.
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The following force and moment coefficients, in fuselage wind axes, have the
dimensions of square feet. The aerodynamic angles are in degrees.
The side-force coefficient is an approximation to wind-tunnel test data from
reference 9:
CFy = -7_,
= -350 sign(B)
(25)
The lift-force coefficient is a strong function of beth the angle of attack and
the sideslip angle. The angle of attack component is taken from the Navy trainer
_odel (ref. 8):
CFL I = i0 + 410 S(_ A)
(26)
The lif_-force coefficient, as a resu].t of sideslip, is a linear approximation
of wind-tunnel data from reference 9:
CFL 2 ---4 IBI i_l < I0
---40 i0 _< < 40
= -7.6 × IBl + 344 40 _< IBi < 65
= -150 181 Z 65
(27)
The drag-force coefficient is also a strong function of both angle of attack and
sideslip angle. The angle-of-attack component is again taken from the Navy trainer
model (ref. 8):
CFDI = CFE0 + 324 S 2(_ + 2) (28)
The flat plate area, CFD0, was determined ad hoc by matching the torque at
90 knots. The value finally used was 44 square feet.
The drag force coefficient because of sideslip is s sinusoidal approximation to
Sikorsky wind-tunnel data from reference 9:
CFD.._ = 500 $2(_)
(29)
]he following moment coefficients are with respect to body axes and have dimen-
sions of cubic feet. They are all approximations to Sikorsky wind-tunnel test data
from reference 9, except for the pitching moment due to angle of attack which is from
the Navy trainer model.
The rolling moment due ':a sideslip is given by:
CM. = -4.5 [¢ 61 < 20 1
l
= -90 sign(_) B I _ 20
(30)
12
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The pitching-momeut coefficient has two eompon(mts: one from angle of attack
and another from sideslip. The component due to ang]e of attack is given by:
Cbl _= 1.70 - 1.950 S((_)
nlI
The component due to sideslip is
CM = -175 S(4 x t l3l)
m2
F-
I
The yawing moment due to sideslip is given by
C M = -400 S(4.5 B)
n
= 80[8 - 40 sign(6)]
= 4000 , sign(6)
I_1 <4o}
40<_I_I< 9o
I_I : 90
The fuselage forces are found by multiplying the force coefficients by the
dynamic pressure which is given by
The forces are then given by:
q = 0.5 pV 2
a
!
y = CFyq
LF :' ( CFL1 + CFL:)q
D = (CFD1 + CFD2)q
In wind axes:
(
FaX _ =
:alJ
z/W
!1
The wind-axis forces are transformed to body axes as fol]ows:
\
!
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
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The fuselage moments, in body axes, are found by mu]tipJying the dynamic pressure
times the moment coefficients.
Ta_ -_--CM_q
Ta = (CM +CM )q
m ml m2
T = C q
a m
n n
(38)
Main-Rotor Model
The main-rotor model is adapted from the CH-53 version (see ref. 4), which is a
classical nonlinear Bailey model assuming uniform inflow. An empirical method to
account for nonuniform inflow using flight-test'data has been included in nhe SH-3G
rotor models.
The main-rotor and tail-rotor models are based on the following assumptions:
I. Compressibility and stall effects can be neglected.
2. Lag effects can be neglected.
3. Only the first harmonic motion of the rotor blades is important.
4. Blade coning and flapping angles are quasi-static.
5. Any wind or turbulence emerses the entire rotor disk at once.
The following discussion is paraphrased from reference 4 (for completeness) with
the exception of the torque equation.
The airspeed of the entire rotor disc is assumed to be that of the rotor hub.
The airspeed at the rotor hub is calculated in shaft axes using the helicopter
airspeed and angular velocity.
where
CO 0 -S0
s s
S0sS¢ s C_ s C0sS¢ s
SOsC_ s -S_ s COsC_ s
I 0 Zh -Yh
+ -z h 0 xh
Yh -Xh 0
)
:!s is the shaft pitch angle; _s is the shaft roll angle; Xh, Yh' Zh
hub coordinates in body axes; and
(39)
are the
Ub, Vb, and W b are the body-axis velocities.
The airspeed at the hub is transferred into control axes using the rotor orien-
tation angle:
Vs + AlsWs_= arct an-- ....
r Us + B1sWs]
(40)
which is obtained using the definition of control axes: Vc = 0.
Using ._ma11 an_;]e approximations for the main rotor cyc1_c control inputs
(swashplate angles), A_s a_d B1s:
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AIsC({ r - BlsS(_ r k_ s
1 I s
(41)
The Bailey method requires three parameter,'_ on each :iteration: tip-speed rat:to,
inflow ratio, and tile rotor pitch. The tip-speed and inflow ratios are defined as:
I, = Uc/gR 1 (42)
\ = Wc/,_?R - \, !
where ,_2 is tile angular velocity of the rotor, R is the blade radius, and \, is
the Induced inflow ratio.
The induced inflow ratio, \,, is found by filtering the steady-state value, an
idea first used by Schaughnessy (ref. I). The resulting first-order, nonlinear
differential equation is more stable numerically than algebraic calculations.
v ,_-Tg-C,-
(43)
The thrust coefficient is CT and tv is an empirical time constant to simulate
tile l'l,, g associated with [nflow changes
The rotor thrust coefficient, CT, and the coning angle a o (see fig. 8) are cal-
culated by equations from ref. 4. These equations are simplified versions of those
found in Bat 1ey' s NAt'A report (ref. '2).
a 0 = _ B _ + 0.04 II \ + B" + _ B"lu"
(44)
where ,, is the soltdity ratio, _ is a blade mass constant, B is the tip loss
factor, t, .i,,_ the rotor pitch ,I l is the rotor twist and a is the blade-lift
curve slope. 'the blade-lift curve slope is usu_llly taken as 5.73/rad based Oll two-
dtmcns iona l, w.[nd-tulmel data and the resulting thrust coefficient ls usual ly opti-
mistic. For the present simul_ltion, the blade-itt-t curve slope was det,ermLnt, d
tuup [ rtc_l l lv by dec l'eits tng It s va 1 tic ullt t 1 t lit, ,,_flllU 1at [on col I t,c t t ve st .(ok pos It ton in
hOVel', lll;l[cht'd flight-test dat_ I'1"O111 reft, rellce 5. The final value was 5.2/rad.
The calculation of the rotor flapping angles (sot, fig. q) r,,qutres the fuselage
atlgtl|;Ir \'t, lot'Itv (l colltrol ;ixes. This rt, qtl[res the fo]lowtllg two trallsfornl(ltlollS:
t't'tllll bodv to shaft ilxes (llld trolll shllft tO colltrol lines.
AXIS OF NO AXIS OF NO
FLAPPING \ [ FEATHERING OTOR
b
where 0
_SHAFT
Figure 8.- Coning angle.
Si COs
Qs = S0sS_s
s S°sC_s
IIQc =
R
0SI( )C% COsS_ s
-S_ s COsC %
CB r SB r
-SB r C_ r
-B1s -Azs
BzsCB r + AzsSB r
AzsCB r - BIsSB r Qs
(45)
The flapping angles a I and b I are calculated
in control axes by formulas from reference I:
_c
Figure 9.- Flapping angles.
a_ = _ 2_ + _ 00.7 _ + _ B-_%J
I - 2--fir
_2 _a0 _ B_7_]
1 - 2---fr
(46)
0.75
is the blade pitch at 75% of the rotor radius, i.e.,
+ 0.75 (IO0 .75 = "0
The rotor dnlg force in wind axes is given by:
H = T*a'
where a' represents a lift-induced, tilt back angle of the rotor thrust vector and
is given by (ref. ]):
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a' = _ _ _ + 3 0° 7s lJ - (47)
i 2i_T " B"yQ CT
o
The Qc term accounts for fuselage pitch rate.
The torque equation is taken from page 151, equation (5.27a) in reference 3:
60 × 3_ 2) + CT - X - pa') (48)Cq = T (I + Ksw (Knu _
where Ksw is a constant to approximately account for spanwise flow in forward flight,
Knu similarly accounts for nonuniform inflow, and 8 is the blade profile drag
coefficient Ksw and Knu were determined as follows:
K = 1.57 (attributed to Stepniewsky in ref. 3, p. 151)
sw
K = 0.15 (empirically determined by matching the simulation torque in
nu hover to fllght-test data from ref. 5)
The Bailey report (ref. 2) gives 6 as:
6 = 60 + 61_ r + 62_$ (49)
where '_r = 6CT/(°a) which is the average blade angle of attack in hover. For the
NACA 0012 airfoil and calculated from reference i0 80 = 0.0078, 61 = -0.0090, and
_, = 0.2987.
The torque is calculated from the definition of torque coefficient as:
C
Qa = bcR2 P (R_:) 'q --q"0
(50)
where b is the number of blades and c is the blade chord.
The rotor side force is defined in terms of the rotor-side-force coefficient:
C
J = bcR_ (R:,'):: (51)
where
c = 0a L3 b,, 3 , 1y -2- L_ - 2 aol'\ + L_ alblu - aoa:U2 + g a°al
- 4 _a° - -3 bl - 2 u'b 1 o.7'
'l'his last equ/ltion i.q from rt, ference 4 and was used on the CIi-53.
(52)
The rotor |oFces /ire tr;lltsformed f 1-ore contl-o] axes to body axes by using the
transposes ,,l the matrices in equations (45). First transform control to shaft: axes:
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Fy =
ZS/m
Cf_r
SB r
BlsC8 r + AlsSB r
-S_ r
CB r
AIsCB r - B_sS_ r
-B
is
-A1s
1
Then transform from shaft axes to body axes:
\ Z/m
CO s __S0sS_s S0sCCs :Fxs_
0 C4#s -S_ s _Fysl
-sos c%s% c%c% VZs/m
(-i)_
m
(53)
(54)
The rotor cyclic controls enter the main rotor model through th_ cyclic flapping
angles. From reference 4, these angles in shaft axes are given by:
is_ = C_r S_r I_bll + I-Bls _
ls/ -S_r CBr kAls/
(55)
Pure pitching and rolling moments about the hub are generated by the flapping
hinge offsets. A pure yawing moment is generated by the engine torque. In shaft axes
these pure moments are given by (ref. 4):
Ls
(56)
where e is the flapping hinge offset, mw is the blade mass moment, and Qe is
the engine torque.
The total moments of the main rotor in body axes result from the pure moments
(converted to body axes) plus the rotor forces acting through the coordinates of the
rotor hub relative to the center of gravity:
S%S% S0sC_sCO s
0 C% -S¢ s
-S_! C_ ,q¢, Cr,sC¢ss s s
M + 0--," 10'"zh 0 -xh Fy
-Yh Xh } z
(57)
where Xh, Yh, and zh are the coordinates of the rotor hub relative to the center of
gravity.
The maln-rotor angular acce]eration i._ found by summing the torques at the hub:
= (qe - qa - Qt Gr)/Im (58)
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where Qt is the tail-rotor torque, G r is the gear ratio between the main rotor and
tail rotor (C]r > [), and Im is the moment of inertia of the rotor blades and hub.
Tail Rotor Model
For the most part, the tail-rotor mode] calculates forces and moments in the same
manner as the main-rotor model. The tail rotor does not have cyclic-control angle
commands. The tail rotor does, however, have a _s hinge, which has the effect of
increasing the stiffness and natural frequency of tail-rotor flapping.
The equation for tail-rotor pitch from reference 4 is given by:
00t = Oct - a0t tan(_a) (59)
where Oct is the commanded tail-rotor collective and 6_ is the lag offset angle.
Notice that the tail-rotor pitch is coupled to uhe coning angle, a0t. Since equa-
tions (44) and (59) are now coupled, they should be solved simultaneously. Eliminat-
ing a0t between these two equations yields:
Oct - (Zz\ t + Z301t)tan 63
= (60)
00t i + Z 2 tan 63
where ZI, Zo, and Z 3 are defined from equations (44) by:
a0t = ZI\[ + Zo.00t + Z301t (61)
J,
;_ ]i,
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Engine Model
The SH-3G uses two T38-GE-8F gas turbine engines operating together except, of
course, in the event of engine failure. Each engine has a gas-generator section pro-
viding compressed air for a free or power-turbine section. An engine governor con-
trols fuel flow to maintain constant power-turbine speed under changing loads. Fuel
flow primarily affects the gas-generator speed which controls the torque applied to
the power turbine.
The governor is limited in a complex way during engine acceleration or decelera-
tion to avoid the following undesirable conditions: (i) turbine overtemperature,
(2) compressor stall, (3) overrich f]ameout, or (4) overlean flameout. These limits
are in direct opposition to obtaining maximum power and immediate response. The net
result to the pi]ot is: ". . engine response to new power or speed settings is not
instantaneous: a few seconds must be allowed for the engine to stabilize at the new
condition" (ref. 11, p. 1-10).
A very important engine characteristic to simu]ate is this delay to sudden
changes in the power required. A simple and effective way to model the engine is as
a torque device regulating main rotor rpm. The main rotor is then modeled approxi-
mately as a pure inertia and the controller ks an application of pseudo-derivative
feedback in a simple form (ref. 12).
Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the engine governor model. As developed in
reft, rt, ncc 12, the characteristic equation is:
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DT
()e,
Ot_IGtNAL PAGE iS
L
ARPM
Figure i0.- Engine and governor model.
Is 2 + KdS + Ki = 0 (62)
d stands for derivative and i for integral.
If equation (62) is critically damped, then the response to a step load. L_, is:
X = q I - 1 + _ e-(Kd/2I)t (63)
This implies a characteristic time:
21
- Kd (64)
Now from reference 8, the inertia of the main rotor and hub _5 i0,190 slug-ft 2
I = 1067 ft-lb-sec/rpm. If I is chosen as 1.5 sec to simulate the engine delay,
K d = 1423 ft-lb/rpm. Critical damping determines K i as 474 ft-ib/rpm-sec.
The engine model is summarized by:
ARPM = RPM - 203.3 '_
Qe = Ki fRPM + Kd(ARPM )
(65)
deviation of main-rotor rpm from the nominal of 203.3
integral of rpm error
cycletime
engine torque
20
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Control Sy,_te.m and Rigging
The $11-3(", f]ight-contro]-syst(_m modt, l conqists of rigging J.nfornlakion, the
automatic st;ibilizatton equipment (ASI.',) model, and the harometric altitude hold mode.
R:Igg:l.ng is tile mechanical gain, including coupling, betwe.en the pllotfs eotltro]•s and
the nlotlon of tile swashplate, :l.e., collective stl.ek (in.) to co]]ectlve pitch (dt_g).
The automatic control system has four channe]s of stabilization: the collect:Ire, the
pitch, the ro]l and the yaw channels, The SII-3G is attitude-stabilized in pitch and
roll. The yaw channel is a heavy yaw damper plus heading hold control by microswltches
on the rudder pedals. The barometric altitude hold mode is control]ed by a separate
switch from the ASE and drives the co'llectlve channel.
Tile rigging constants are taken for the most part from reference 13, the SH-3G
maintenance manual. The ASE is taken chiefly from reference 8, the Navy trainer math
model with some clarification from reference ii, the Navy flight manual.
The SH-3G has four pilot controls: collective stick, lateral stick, longitudinal
stick, and rudder pedals which control the main rotor collective pitch, the lateral
flapping angle, the longitudinal flapping angle, and the tail• rotor collective,
respectively.
Each pilot control has physical travel limits as detailed in table I. Each con-
trol.led parameter, i.e., tail-rotor collective, aIso has physical limits as shown in
table 2.
TABLE I.- PHYSICAL LIMITS OF THE PILOT's CONTROLS (in.)
Control Lower limit Upper limit Sign convention
Collective stick
Lateral cyclic stick
Longitudinal cyclic stick
Rotary rudder pedals
0.00
--7.00
-7.54
-3.25
7.46
7.00
6.46
3.25
+ UP
+ RIGHT
+ AFT
+ NOSE RIGHT
TABI,E 2.- PHYSICAL LIMITS OF THE bLAIN ROTOR AND TAlL ROTOR (deg)
Rotor parameter l,cwer limit Upper limit Sign convention
blain rotor collective pitch
l,ateral flapping angle
l,ongitudinal flapping angle
Tail rotor collective pitch
8.10
-9.10
-.15.35
2
19.50
6.90
10.15
25.00
+ UP
+ RI(;HT
+ FWD
+ NOSE LEFT
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The form of th_ rigging aquations are shown below:
()0 = 00 0 + KcX + ASE
, ' C C
Als = KlaXla C_o - KloXlo S_'0 + Kla_cXc + ASEIa
B_s = KlaXla S_o + KloXlo C_Jo + Klo_cXc + ASEIo
0ot = 00t,o + KtX t + Kt_cX c + ASE t
(66)
where Xc, Xla, Xlo, and Xt are the collective stick, the lateral cyclic-stick, the
longitudinal cyclic-stick, and the rudder-pedal positions, respectively, in inches.
Note the coupling between collective and the other three controls. The cyclic control
phase angle _0' resulting from the rotor hinge offset, has been calculated by equa-
tions in appendix H of reference 14. The rigging constants are shown in table 3.
Each of the ASE components in equations (66) are limited to 10% control authority
as shown in table 4:
TABLE 3.- RIGGING
CON STANTS
Constant Value Units
_Jo
e0,0
Kla
Klo
K t
Kc-la
Kc-lo
Kc- t
2.72
8.10
9.25
1.528
!. 143
-i .821
-4.846
-0. 1475
-0.3485
i. 135
deg
deg
deg
deg/in.
deg/in.
deg/in.
deg/in.
deg/in.
deg/in.
deg/in.
TABLE 4.- ASE AUTHORITY
Channel
Collective
Lateral
Longitudinal
Yaw
Limits, deg
±1.14
±1.60
±2.55
±3.25
Symbolj
ASE c
ASEI a
ASEIo
ASE t
The control system equations are shown below:
ASE c = [Gbah(h - hre f) + GcXc]SbahSas e
ASE]a (G= pP + G_ GlaXla ) Sase
TXlaS + 1 TlaS + I
S
ase
ASE]o = ((l()()+ (;QQ) _io s + I
GRR + (;C(_,- _,,ref)
ASEt = t ts + ]
(67)
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where
Shah
S
ase
h
ref
barometric altitude hold switch (I = on)
automatic stabilization switch (I = on)
barometric altitude reference: set: when the barometric altitude hold switch is
on
TXla,_Ia,TIo,_ t time constants for first order filters
_ref
P,R
heading reference: set when feet off the rudder pedals
body axis and yaw rates, respectively
Laplace Transform variable
The control system gains and time constants are shown in table 5:
TABLE 5.- CONTROL SYSTEM GAINS
AND TIME CONSTANTS
Constant Value Units
TXla
_la
_io
_t
Gc
Gbah
G_
Gp
GXla
GO
GQ
Glo
G R
0.8
.625
.625
.3125
•1430
-.01238
-. 1006
-. 1187
i .515
.2401
.2593
-.4504
.2428
1.3
sec
sec
sec
sec
deg/in.
deg/ft
deg/deg
deg/(deg/sec)
deg/in.
deg/deg
deg/(deg/sec)
deg/in.
deg/(deg/sec)
deg/deg
The lateral and longitudinal channels are filtered to prevent sharp transients
when the ASE is switched on.
The actuator dynamics have been neglected in the controJ model because of the
relatively short time constants involved (<0.2 see).
TRIM METHOD
The trim a]g:_rithm used is adapted from BQUIET, a general trimming subroutine for
simu]atlons at NASA Ames and documented in reference 15. BQUIET nulls six states with
six or less controls by: (i) flndin_ perturbations in the six states for each
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le_ntrc_], (2) extrapolating llnearly to find a new control vet:tot which will minimize
the ,_tate vector in the ].east-squares sense, and (3) iterating until the stac.es ar(._
within some to].eranc{_ of zeros. Reeogniaing _hat the. math model to be trimmed may be
highly nc_n]inear, (2) is mocliflc_,dby a "gradient gain" of 0.5, i.e., the extrapolation
is only carried out half way. This damps oscillations about l'he sc_lution and can
pl."t_vent divergence.
The BQUIET algorithm has been simplified and tailored for the SH-3G simt,lation.
This required initializing the program properly between perturbations, choosing the
controls and states, and making certain improvements in the details of the algorithm.
i o
Trim Initialization
The SH-3G trim algorithm requires an estimate of the partial derivative of each
state with respect to each control on every iteration. The partials are found by
choosing a reference control vector, evaluating the corresponding reference state
vector, disturbing each control in turn by a small, percentage of its travel, and
evaluating the change in the state vector from the reference. The state vector is
evaluated by setting initial conditions of the math model (including the controls),
allowi_g the model to "fly" for two shortened cycles, and observing the states. The
trim cycle time is chosen very short so that integrals present in the math model will
effectively not operate in trim mode, avoiding the need for special loops around each
integrator in trim. Filters, however, must be set to their steady-state-gain value
while trimming or they will be unaffected by changes in the controls.
Ordinarily, the linear accelerations along the body axes and the angular accel-
erations about the body axes are chosen as states to be "fringed." All position, .............
velocity, attitude, and angular velocity variables must therefore be set at the
desired trim values before each pass through the math _nodel to determine the acceler-
ations. Since, in this math model, two of the controls are _ttitude variables, this
initialization must be recalculated before every pass.
The initial velocities and attitudes.,need to be specified in body axes as well
as in inertial axes. For the convenience of the researcher, sideslip angle, flight-
path angle, the equivalent velocity (knots), and the wind vector should be specifia-
ble. The bank angle and angle of attack are appropriate control variables and are,
therefore, also specified_ The problem may be stated formally as: given: _, _, Yv,
Yh' _' Va' _' find: Vb, V, 0, _,. See appendix A for the solution.
In addition, the model should be trimmable in hover, rearward flight, vertical
climb and descent, and sideward flight. These problems are also addressed in
appendix A.
Trim States and Controls
The c]assica[ Newton's method of finding the zeroes of a function consists of
finding the slope of the function at a trial point, extrapolating linearly to zero,
evaluating the function at the new trial point, and repeating. For this application,
this method is extended to many dimensions and the extent of extrapolation is con-
trolled by a "gradient" gain.
]'he original algorithm from BQUIET assumes an overdetermined set of linear equa-
titans, i.e., fewer controIs than states. To awJJd the possibility of uncontrollable
24
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stat:es and to slmp]ify the computation, the present trim method insists on as many
controls as states. This results in ;i square matrix of partial derivatives of the
states with respect to the contro]_. Mathematically:
X = Ju where
_Xi
Jij = _uj
The SH-3G math model originally trimmed six states consisting of the I11_ _ar
accelerations along the body axes and the angular accelerations about the-body axes.
The six controls were: the initial angle of attack, the initial bank angle, longi-
tudinal cyclic stick, lateral cyclic stick, rotary rudder-pedal position, and collec-
tive stick. Trimming improved dramatically with the addition of the main-rotor angu-
lar acceleration as a seventh state and the initial value of the engine model filter
as a seventh control.
A trim iteration, then, contains eight passes through the math model. Each of
the first seven passes fills one column of the square seven by seven matrix of
partial derivatives, the Jacobian. Each column of the Jacobian corresponds to per-
turbations in the states due to a 0.01% of travel change in one control. After the
seventh pass, the Jacobian is inverted and multiplied by the current reference state
times the gradient gain to produce a new reference control vector. The eighth pass
through the math model determines the new reference state vector which should be
closer to trim. If the states are less than some trim criteria, the process is
stopped. Mathematically:
6u = -GJ-IX ; until Ixil < ei; o < G < I
Trim Algorithm Improvements
Three minor improvements have been made in the BQUIET algorithm. The improve-
ments involve the limits on control changes, control restrictions when near the
boundaries of their travel, and variations in the gradient gain. With these improve-
ments the final math model trims at any airspeed from -30 knots to 135 knots and is
fairly insensitive to the initia] control guess.
Some limit must be placed on the allowable change in each control, otherwise the
trim process may converge very slowly or not at all. The SH-3G trim evaluates the
new proposed change in the control vector, finds the control with the largest change
as a percentage of its tmavel, limits this control to 10%, and re-scales the other
controls to preserve the direction of the new control vector.
If a control is allowed to exceed its travel, highly nonlinear response to per-
turbations is likely because of physical limits and mechanical stops modeled. The
SH-3G trim, after limiting the change in the contro] vector as above, makes a further
check to see if any control would exceed its travel. If so, that control is limited
to half the remaining travel and the control change vector is re-scaled. This is
slmi]ar to what happens in American football when a 15 yard penalty is called against
the offense and less than that remains to the goal line. This allows trimming arbi-
trarily close to the control limits.
The gradient gain, mentioned earlier, is a measure of the extent of extrapolation
of the ,]acobian matrix calculated on each iteration in trim. The ad hoc value for
the gradient gain used in BQUIET is 0.5. Occasionally, this value is too large,
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The SII-3G math model val tdation is a comparison to Navy f]ight-test data col-
lected to valLdate their own trainer simulation of the SII.-3H (ref. 5). Various
tr[mmc_d control pos[tlons mM time histories were selected to check the SII-3C math
mode] fJde][ty both statlca]]y nnd dynamically.
Statlc Chef:ks
Engine torques and trinm_ed control posltiom,_ are validated for airspeeds varying
! from -30 knots to +135 knots. TrLmmed control positions are also checked for sideslip
angles varying from -25 ° to +25 ° at 70 knots nominal airspeed. Genera] flight condi-
tions vn][dated were from 16,000- to 20,000-]b gross weight and sea ]eve] to 2,000 ft
altitude. The resu]ts ,'_re presented in figures ]l to ]5.
l"[gure I I shows engine torque vet-sus airspeed for level forward flight from
40 knots to 135 Knots. A comparison between the math model and the flight data is
shown for the medium gross weight of 17,764 lb. For airspeeds between 70 and
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alrspeeds from '_() kllt_t,,_ aft <_I" l'e.'lrward to 40 l<m_ts forward Is plotted f_r both the
math model ,'rod the flight Lest. As can be seen, the llight data are somewhat scat-
tered. It: does appenr, however, that the math model Is a few percent low espec_ally
In hover aim rearward fllght.
Figures 13(a) and 13(b) compare the trlmmed control positions for a:lr_peeds from
30 knots to 130 kin,is in forward flight. The s.[deslip angle has been matched to the
flight-test data for each airspeed.
The collective posit l.on shows good agreement between flight test and math model.
The m[nimum collective position fa]Is at 60 knots l',._rthe math model, which may be
low depending on how the scatter in the flight data is read. This would exp]_ain,
however, why the math model co]]ectlve positions are high above 60 knots and ]ow
below 60 knots, _.e., a better match might be obtained by shifting the math model
curve to the right, corresponding to an increase in induced power and a decrease in
flat-plate drag power.
The lateral and longitud.tnal cyclic posJt[ons of the math model agree fair]v we]]
with the flight-test data, not varying more than about 7',',/,. The longitudinal sensitiv-
ity of the math model is slightly higher than the flight data. The math model lateral
cyclic shows a decreas.[ng trend while the flight data increase, although the downward
curvature of the two ctlrves [,4 sinl[l;ll'.
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Figure 13.- Concluded.
The math model trimmed pedal position shows the correct trend but the wrong
magnitude; being low by as much as 10%. This corresponds to a pedal displacement of
5/8 of an inch, so it is questionable whether a pilot would notice the discrepancy.
The pitch and roll attitudes show the correct trend. The trimmed roll attitudes
are virtually indistinguishable between the math model and flight data; the pitch
attitudes a_e a few degrees low.
Figures 14(a) and (b) show the ]ow speed and hover trimmed-control positions.
Note that figures 13 and 14 are not comparab]e because of the large variation in gross
weight. The effect of this can be seen in the collective position at 40 knots. In
figures 13 the collective position is about 60% corresponding to the gross weight of
19,017 Ib as opposed to about 50% and 17,622 ]b in figures 14.
Again there is good agreement between the math model and flight data for the
cullective position and the roll and pitch attitudes. The ]atera] and longitudinal
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Figure 14.- l,ow speed trimmed control positions.
cw'lic positions ,_l,,;o sht,w the ct_rrecL trends and do not differ from the flight data
by more thim abmlt 7",2. 'rhe longitudinal sensitlvftv of |]it, mnth mt_del is now loss
than the /light d,lta in contrast to figures l{. This ts probably due to slight dIf-
ference,_ In center of gravity p_sition which ts fixed ill the math model.
l'lw math model trimmed pedal position is a_:ain low compared to the flight data
,tlthouy, h the trend ,ippcars correct, rhe pedal positron is probably about 5'.:,, low on
Jvt, r:tge ,_x it was in figures I_. This error is with[u reason, as the Sll-3[; can be
,¢diu:¢lt,d Ira.oh,lille,lily 1,v ils llltlch ;is I1)",,.
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Figure 15.-Static lateral-dlrectional stability.
Ov,,ral], the SII-3G math model agrees very well with flight data in performance
_nd trimmed contr(_l p<_sitions throughout the airspeed range of the helicopter.
Dynamic Checks
The dynamic validation consists of a comparison with flight-test data for a
I in. _tep in aft cyclic, a 1 In. step In right cyclic, a 1 ill. step :in riglLt pedal,
,rod a ,]0: t,_rque [ilcI'i,ilst, _L'O] lecti\,L, st_'p) at ,_ trim airspeed of 70 knots. Nominal
flight cond[tion._ were lq,(lO(l-lb graphs weight, J,O(l(] ft pressure altitude, and
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Figure 15.- Concluded.
standard temperature. In each case the pitch, roll, and yaw attitudes and pitch,
roll, and yaw rates are examined. The results are presented in figures 16 to 19.
Figure 16 compares flight test data for a I in. aft cyclic step with the math
model response for the same l in. cyclic step. Both the pitch rate and pitch atti-
tudes are well modeled with approximately the right shape and amplitude. The roll
and yaw parameters show the correct trend toward the end of the run ;_nd the math
model is lightly coupled as is the actual helicopter.
A I in. right cyclic step is shown in ligure 17. As can be seen, the shape in
roll and roll attitude are c_rrect and the magnitude of the roll attitude is approxi-
mately correct. The roll rate magnitude, however, _s ]ow for the math model by a
factor of 2, reaching 20°/set in the flight data and only lO°/sec for the math model.
The effect of this can be seen in the roll response: the math model requires 3 sec
to reach maximum attitude, while the flight data show on]y about 2 sec to reach
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Figure 16.- Oae inch aft cyclic step.
maximum attitude change. This discrepancy remains unexplained, as the math mode]
will not roll at 20°/sec with a I in. right cyclic step even with the control system
off and only the main rotor natural damping operating.
The yaw attitude and yaw rate are well modeled showing the right shape and magni-
tude. The pitch attitude and rate is lightly coupled in both the math model and the
f 1 i_,ht data.
FigtIiFe 18 shows the response to a l in. rii,Jlt pedal step. ]'he yaw rate and yaw
attitude are very well modeled in shape ;rod magnitude. The ro]+] attitude is also
well modeled Ln shape ;rod magnitude. The math model roll ratt_ is about double the
flight-test data, reacblng 7_/sec as _pposed to 2°/see! in the flight data. The shape
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Figure 17.- One inch right cyclic step,
of the math modeled, roll-rate curve is correct, however. The pitch attitude and
rate is very wel] modeled, although coupling is low.
A 20% torque increase or, effectively, a collective step is shown in figure ]9.
The yaw and yaw rate are particularly well modeled with similar frequency and ampli-
tude between the flight data and math m_de]. The roll rate and roll attitudes of the,
math model seem t() be at a ]ow_,r frequency and amplitude than the flight data. The
pitch and pitch rate shc)_7 roughly the .'-';Inle amp!itude and shape f(_r both the math
model <'lnd 171ight-i__st da':;t.
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Figure 18.- One inch r:ight pedal step.
Overa]|, the dynamic response in the primary axes, e.g., pitch response for
longitudinal cyclic input, is mode]ed very well except for the rol] rate. The coupled
response is modeled fairly well and is ,._mall [n any event.
CONC!,U,q I ON ,_
A math mode t_f the Sikor:_ky Sll-3G helicopter wel]-matched to f]ight-test data
and suitable for both off-line and rea]-tJnlv ,,._:imu]atlon has been deve].oped at Ames
Rt'st'gll'ch ('t,lltvr. Tht, lllode] ('ollt_l[lls eqll;lt|Olh_; ot: nlot[on, _tFI atmospheric mode], a
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Figure 19.- 20% torque increase.
Dryden wind model, the fuselage aerodynamics, nol}linear main-rotor and tail-rotor
models, a second-order engine model, and the SH-3G control system and rigging. An
improved trim algorithm ha_ also been developed.
I. The SH-3(; math model perfocmance and trimmed-control positions for airspeeds
from -30 to 135 knot[_ agree well in trend and magnitude with Navy flight-test data.
2. ']'hemath mode] dynamic rc_sp(_nse in attitude and rate to a 1 in. st__p in
]ongitudina] cyc]ic, ]atera] cyc]ic, or peda|s agrees fairly well in the prlrqary axis
with Navy f!ight-test data.
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3. The following ad hoc procedure has tmprow, d the static trim ,lccuracy of a
,q:Implified he].lc¢_pter math modal.:
a. Raduce the b]ade lift curve a]ope urttJ.] the trimmed co]]oct:l.w_ position
in hover matche,'3 flight data.
b. [no.tease the induced power term in the main rotor torque equation unti]
engine torque in hover matches flight data.
c. Increase the fuse_lage flat-plate drag area until engine torque at
90 knots matches flight data.
q-¢ ,;y-'
.i
4 ,
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VELOCITY INITIAT,IZATION
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Three velocity vectors (air, wind, and inertial velocity) need to be initialized
in two coordinate systems - earth frame and body frame. This appendix contains a
description of the various coordinate systems used, the problem, the solution, and
some comments about special cases.
Earth axe_ relate to a triad of orthonormal vectors: _, _, D, where N points
north, E points east, and D points down into the earth. Body axes relate to
another triad of orthonormal vectors _, _, 2, where _ points out of the nose of an
aircraft_ _ points out of the right wing, and 2 points down perpendicular to the
plane of _ and _. A useful set of coordinates for this initialization problem is
the 6, m, 6 set or "path" coordinates; _ points along the earth relative velocity,
is perpendicular to 6 and points right in the horizontal plane, and _ points
down perpendicular to the plane of _ and _. These coordinate systems are summarized
by the three equations:
= VNN + VEE + VDD
e
"earth" coordinates
Vb = V×i + Vy 9 + Vz _ "body" coordinates
=V_+V_+V_
p u m n
"path" coordinates
The trim initialization problem can be formally stated as follows:
Given:
V
a
the air velocity magnitude
WN wind component north
W E wind component east
WD wind component down
a angle of attack of the fuselage
f_ sideslip angle of the fuselage
Yv vertical flightpath angle
_h horizontal f]Ightpath angle
Eu]er roll angle
Find:
ub x body ax_s component of the air velocity vector
39
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Vb
Wb
VN
VE
d_
body l,_Xil.n component of' the air velocity w:ctor
z body axis component of the air velocity vector
north component of the earth relative ve]ocity vector
east component of the earth relative ve]ocity vector
V D down component of the earth relative velocity vector
Va N north component of the air velocity vector
Va E east component of the air velocity vector
Va D down component of the air velocity vector
0 Euler pitch angle
_J Euler heading angle
Read the subscripts as follows:
a air h horizontal
b body N north
W wind E east
v vertical D down
The solution proceeds as follows:
From the definition of angle-of-attack and sideslip calculate the body axis
components of airspeed.
u b = V a CBC_
V b = V a SB
Wb = Va CBS_
From the definition of airspeed, wind, and ground speed:
V=Va +W or }
Vu = VaV a + Ww
(AI)
Dot (AI) with 6, m, and ft.
^
V = Va(V a" u) + W(*. O) = Vau + W u (A2a)
• • Vam0 = Va(V a m) + W(w m) = + Wm (A2b)
V a ( . . = Van0 = Va n) + W(w fi) + Wn (A2c)
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By definLt:[cm:
_1111 'qll
W _'= W P + W _ + W _ (A3b)
LI Tn rl
Rewriting (A2b) and (A2c):
Vain = -W m
V_T. I = -W n
Substituting (A2b) and (A2c) into (A3a):
V,? 2 + W p + W 2
a = Vau m n
SolvLng (A3b) for (W2 + W_) and substituting into (A4):
2 = V;_ _ (W2 2Vau a - Wu)
Substituting into (A2a):
v = + wu
Transforming a vector from earth coordinates _o path coordinates requires two pure
rotations.
p = TTvTyhW e
whe r e
C_v 0 -Sy v
Tyv = 1 0
Sy v 0 C', v
TTh = -S_ h CY h
0 0
Applying the above transformation:
Wn = -S h
4r }S .,vC_ h
CYvS_, h -S'y v
, , /W N'
C h 0 /WE
/
S"vS_ h CYv _W'D
\
)
And the component of the wtnd parallel to the earth relative ve]ocity vector is:
Wu ..-- C,v(:,h " WN + C,v Slh h'l.: - 'q''v " WI)
(A2b)
(A2c)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
4!
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With the earth relative velocity magnitude from equation (AS) and the definition of
Yv and Yh:
VN = V CYvCYh
VE = V CYvSYh
VD = V(-SYv )
Equation (AI) now gives:
I!aN_ IVN!I (WN_
aE I = VE -
Jb1Ib
are still unknown and
From the definition of body axes:
(
where 0 and
the main text.
rva )= T_T@T_ Va I
T_, TO, and T_ are defined in equation (I) of
Separating @ and _:
Multiplying out:
T'_IT; 1 = T_ Va_
Vb/ k VaE
i
X-S0 0
sG// /0 VbC_ - WbS_
Cr:/kVbS _ + WbC4/
C_
= -S¢
O
S_
C_,
0
0 tVaE
i • VaD
Note that (A7b) is independent of 0 and (A7c) is independent of _:
Vb C_ - W b S¢ = -VaN S_ + VaE C_
-Ub S': + (Vb S_ + W b Cc_)C0 = VaD
(ATa)
(ATb)
(ATc)
(A7b)
(A7c)
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Equations (A7b) and (A7c) can now be put in the form:
A sin(q) = B cos(q) + C
This can be solved for q as follows:
r
f_ + B_ [ A
L,/A27+ B 2
B
sin(q)
/A 2 + B 2
cos(q)]. : C
(A8)
or
cos(r)sin(q) - sin(r)cos(q) =
where tan(r) = B/A; then sin(q -r) = C//A z + B '_'. Solving for q and substituting
for r:
_) arcsin( C
q : arctan + \/A2_+ B ]
(A9)
Rewriting (ATb) in the form of (A8):
VaN S_ = VaE C_I, + (Wb S_ - Vb Z6) (A7b)
Applying (A9):
/VaE _ (W b S4,- Vb C_)
,:,,= arctan_--aN. ] + arcsin Wag-
(AIO)
where
Vag = _/V_-_N + V_E ; VaN # 0 and Vag > 0
Rewriting (A7c) in the form of (A8):
Ub So : (Vb S_ + W b C4))C0 - VaD (ATc)
Applying (A9):
" = arctan Ub + arcsin '_Ji%+ (Vb S_ + Wb C_) _-
(A11)
where Ub # 0 and Va 0.
Note that for ¢ = i: = O:
{b! l
= arctan \V_ _/ = rh
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and:
0 = aresin _f_W_/ + arctan = Yv + a
as required.
(_ and Yh should be limited to ±90 ° .
definitions:
Rearward flight is handled by adding 180 ° to B and ?v'
This limitation results from the
Thi s-/a_plies
Va = TsT_Vb
p = TYvTYhV e
In words, the air-velocity direction is defined by two rotations (_ and 8) from
body axes and the path-velocity vector is defined by two rotations (Yh and Yv) from
earth axes. To rotate the velocity vector to the opposite direction, the last rota-
tion angle (B or Yv) must be used, instead of x or Yh, or the resulting vector will
not, in general, point in the opposite direction.
Hover is handled by not allowing the total air velocity to equal zero exactly.
If the air-velocity magnitude is less than some small criterion, then the air velocity
is assigned the criterion value times the sign of the velocity. Mathematically:
If ,.IVai< V then V = sign(Va)__ × Vt' a E
The method described in this appendix is valuable for solving other similar
problems. Particularly useful are the two "tricks" embodied in equations (A5)
and (A9).
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SYMBOLS
AIs,BI s
ASE c
ASEIa
ASEIo
ASE t
a
i
a
a 0
a0 t
a I ,b1
als,bl s
B
b
C ° •
1
CFD0
CFDI
CFD2
CFLI
CFL_
CFy
CM
CMm I
CMm:,
CM n
Eq
Cl0
lateral and longitudinal cyclic control angles in shaft axes
collective channel automatic-control command
lateral channel automatic-control command
longitudinal channel automatic-control command
yaw channel automatic-control command ..........................
blade lift curve slope, rad
angle of tilting of the thrust vector due to lift
rotor coning angle
tail rotor blade coning angle
lateral and longitudinal flapping angles in control axes
lateral and longitudinal flapping angles in shaft axes
blade tip loss factor
number of blades
moment of inertia coefficients (eq. (12))
fuselate flat-plate drag area
fuselage drag-force coefficient due to local angle of attack
fuselage drag-force coefficient due to local sideslip
fuselage lift-force coefficient due to local angle of attack
fuselage lift-force coefficient due to sideslip
fuselage side-force coefficient
rolling-moment coefficient
pitching-moment coefficient due to local angle of attack
pitching-moment coefficient due to sideslip
yawing-moment coefficient
torque coefficient, Q/_' :":R !_
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C r
r m
C
Y
C
D
DT
e
ekf
e m
Fax,Fay,Fa z
F G
FN,FE,F D
Fx,Fy,F z
Fxs,Fys,Fz s
G
G R
Gbah
G
C
Gp
G r
Gxla
GXlo
G
¢
H
h
href
main rotor-thrust coefficient
rotor side-force coefficient
rotor blade chord
fuselage drag force, (+ aft)
computer cycle time or integration step
rotor flapping-hinge offset
fuselage angle-of-attack correction for main rotor downwash
main rotor downwash.factor
fuselage aerodynamic force components
gravitational force
force in earth axes
force in body axes
force in shrift axes
gradient gain on the Jacobian matrix
control gain on yaw rate
control gain on altitude error
control gain on collective stick position
control gain on roll rate
gear ratio between the main and tail rotors, 6.28937
control gain on lateral cyclic-stick position
control gain on longitudinal cyclic-stick position
control gain on pitch angle
control gain on bank angle
control gain on heading error
rotor drag force
altitude above sea level
control reference altitude, set when the altitude hold switch is
turned on
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I
I m
Ixx, £yy,lzz
J
Kc
Kc-la
Kc-lo
Kc- t
K d
K i
Kla
Klo
Ksw
Knu
K t
L,M,N
L 0
LAT
LON
Lf
L s ,M s ,N s
M
In
mw
n
P, Q, I_
P ,T
effective inertia of the main rotor, -.Im
moment of inertia of the main rotor blades and hub
body axis moments of inertia
rotor side force
rigging constant, between collective stick and collective pitch
coupling between collective stick and lateral swashplate angle
coupling between collective stick and longitudinal swashplate angle
coupling between collective stick and..tail-rotor pitch
engine governor constant affecting the derivative of Arpm in the
characteristic equation
engine governor gain on the time integral of rpm error
rigging constant between lateral cyclic stick and lateral cyclic-control
angle
rigging constant between longitudinal cyclic stick and longitudinal
cyclic-control angle
thrust correction for rotor spanwise flow not accurately modeled
thrust correction for nonuniform flow
rigging constant between pedal position and tail-rotor collective
rolling, pitching, and yawing moments in body axes
magnitude of a generalized step load on the engine
latitude of the helicopter
longitude of the helicopter
fuselage lift force (+ up)
pure rolling, pitching, and yawing moments in shaft axes
Math number
mass of the helicopter
mass moment of a rotor blade
count of current time step
body a×¢,s roll, pitch, and yaw rates
[ree-stream temperature and pressure
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E
t
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L
[
Pc,Qc,Rc
Ps,Qs,R_
Qe
Qm
Qt
q
qc
R
Re
Sase
Shah
s
T
Ta_,Tam,Ta n
Tar,Pa r
Tr,T r
Trot 'Ptot
Ub ,Vb ,Wb
Uc,Vc,Wc
U s ,Vs ,Ws
V
Va
Vag
Va N ,VaE, V_'ID
Vatl, V;I m _ Va n
Vcal
Veq
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control axes roll, pitch, and yaw rates
shaft axes roll, pitch, and yaw rates
engine torque
main-rotor torque
tail-rotor torque
dynamic pressure
compressible dynamic pressure, as measured by a pitot static tube
rotor disc radius
radius of the earth, 20,898,908 ft
automatic stabilization equipment switch (i = On)
barometric altitude hold switch (i = On)
Laplace transform variable
rotor thrust
fuselage aerodynamic moments in body axes
ratio of standard temperature and pressure at altitude to sea-level
values
tonal temperature and pressure ratios
total temperature and pressure
airspeed in body axes
airspeed in control• axes
airspeed in shaft axes
earth relative velocity magnitude
airspeed magnitude
ground speed
airspeed in earth axes
airspeed in path axes
ca]:ibrated airspeed corrected for the effects of compressibility
equivalent airspeed at sea-]evel density
"HI *
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, 0
,L
VN,VE,V D
WN,WE,W D
Wu,Wm,W n
X c
xh,Yh,Z h
Xla
Xlo
X_
Y
ZI,Z2,Z 3
£
_r
_r
Y
'Yh
7 v
ARPM
AT
6
_3
Oo
Oot
(!0,o
OOt,O
Ol
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earth relative velocity in earth axes
wind velocity in earth axes
wind velocity in path a_es
co]lectlve stick position
coordinates of the rotor hub relative to the CG in body axes
lateral cyclic-stick position
longitudinal cyclic-stick position
tall rotor ,pedal position
fuselage side, force (+ right)
rotor constants defined by equation (61)
fuselage centerline angle of attack
fuselage centerline 8ngle of attack corrected for main rotor downwash
average rotor-blade angle of attack in hover
sideslip angle of fuselage (+ nose left of velocity vector)
rotor orientation angle
rotor lock number
horizontal flightpath angle (eq. (5))
vertical flightpath angle (eq. (5))
main-rotor rpm deviation from nominal (203.3)
temperature above standard conditions
rotor-blade profile-drag coefficient
coeff ,ients of the Bailey profile-drag coefficient (eq. (49))
tail-rotor _3 hinge phase angle
rotor collective pitch angle
tail rotor co]lectlve pitch angle
lowest maln-rotor co]]ective pitch
neutral tail-rotor collective pitch with collective in full low position
rotor blade twist from root to tip
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blade pitch at 75% of the rotor-disc radius
Oct tail-rotor commandod collective pitch
_m
main-rotor inflow ratio
P
maln-rotor tip-speed ratio
induced inflow ratio
atmospheric density
,q
(,
-@ • -
'7"
O
T1 a
_t
TXla
TXlo
Ss,gs
rotor solidity ratio
lateral channel filter-time constant
yaw channel filter-time constant
lateral stick filter-time constant
longitudinal stick filter-time constant
lag time constant for changes in the inflow ratio
roll, pitch, and yaw Euler angles
rotor-shaft roll and pitch relative to the (-Z) body axis
>
s--
C0
_ref
f_
£0e
Vectors
rotor flapping phase angle
reference heading
main rotor angular rate
angular rate of the earth, 0.000072722 rad/sec
unit vectors along earth axes
unit vectors along path axes
unit vectors along body axes
state and control vectors for trimming
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Matrices
trim-error criteria for stopping the trim process
i?
,i Jacobian matrix-matrix of partial derivatives
T_ ,T rotation matrices for locating the airspeed vector relative to body
;Ixes
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rotat[on matrices for locating the earth relative vector on the earth
rotation matrices for converting earth axes to body axes
body axes
control axes (aligned to the axis of no feathering)
earth axes
main rotor parameters
path coordinates (see appendix A)
shaft axes (aligned to _he rotor shaft axis)
ta_l-rotor parameters
time derivative
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